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 Fine Turnings 
Seattle Chapter, American Association of Woodturners — July 2020  

Web: www.seattlewoodturners.org        Facebook: seattlewoodturners 

July Physical Meeting Cancelled 
Demonstration will be via Zoom 

Meeting starting early! 
  

This month we are featuring Michael Alguire demon-
strating split-turning and piercing for us. See more 
details later in this newsletter.   Michael is in Moun-
tain Time, so we will be opening Zoom at 6.00pm, an-
nouncements will be at 6.20 with the demo starting 
at 6.30.  This also means the July Tool Swap has been 
postponed and may occur later this year, COVID-19 
allowing. 

Sawdust Sessions -  No Physical Sawdust Sessions were held in June due to COVID-19 but we 
will continue  hosting occasional virtual sessions instead.  See articles on David Lutrick’s  Basic 
Bowls session on pg 6 and Tim Tibbetts Faux Segmented Wave Bowl session on pg 10. 

Wood Rats - We were able to hold Woodrats sessions for the first time in a while.  See notes 
on pg 12. 

New Newsletter Editor - I am finding my way around the newsletter and plan to implement 
some new ideas!  Please let me know what changes you’d like to 
see and send your photos, articles, tips & tricks and other items 
for inclusion to: LadyTurnerB@yahoo.com. 

Host your own Zoom discussion group! - This is a great time to 
set up a weekly, biweekly, etc. chat with some friends, about 
whatever topic is of interest.  We would be glad to help you set it 
up and sort out any technical issues. In addition, if you would like 
to participate in a group on a specific topic (e.g., bowls, boxes, 
segmented turning, embellishment, etc) but don’t know who else 
is interested, contact Tim: tim.aaw.seattle@gmail.com and he will 
try to connect up folks interested in the same topic. If possible, he 
will try to snag at least one mentor to participate to answer those 
tricky questions. 
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President’s Message 

What a year it’s been! We are well into a different life than before the pandemic of 2020. We have had only 

two in-person meetings this year, Wood ID in January and Coring in February and one in-person Sawdust Ses-

sion in February this year. Even with that lack of normal club activity, we managed to maintain a sense of our 

woodturning community with Zoom meetings. Tim Tibbetts has spring boarded a relationship with Lucid 

Woodturners into excellent programs and Zoom sessions to maintain club activities. The Board realizes that 

things will be different for the foreseeable future and is actively planning future activities.  

Most recently, David Lutrick continued to impart his deep knowledge of wood turning with his remote class 

for beginning bowls at the June Sawdust Session. David’s classes always fill up and are very informative. 

Thank you, David for your continued volunteer efforts on behalf of the Seattle Woodturners.  

Woodrats will be different too. Now we are pre-cutting the wood and gathering only for wood collection. I 

want to give a shout-out to Norm Vigus who continues to procure and collect wood for club members. Norm 

has typically provided wood for the wood raffle at meetings but, since we’re no longer meeting, is now 

providing wood for Woodrats. Recent  Woodrat events are chronicled later in this newsletter.  

Other activities are ramping up and, as with most things these days, are different than before. While our reo-

pening plan is not yet fully fleshed out, Board member, Brian Flippin expects the library will be open by mid-

July. For now, lists of books and DVD titles are available here: https://seattlewoodturners.org/library/. Contact 

Brian to determine availability make arrangements for pickup in the latter half of July.  

Using an EOG grant, we recently purchased six sets of turning tools from D-Way/ Boxmaster tools. These in-

clude a ½-inch bowl gouge, a parting tool, and a double-ended negative-rake scraper. Thanks go to Board 

member Andy Firpo for spearheading this purchase, which was authorized in 2019 under the 2020 budget. 

And thanks to Eileen Collins (an expert with a sewing machine) for agreeing to make pouches for these tools 

using fabric donated by Dan Robbins. Dan also provided fittings and suggestions for possible designs. (If 

you’re ever the recipient of one of Dan’s tool pouches at the Holiday Yankee gift exchange, keep it!)  

Some of you have asked how you can obtain your membership cards, which are useful for club discounts at 

several local wood related businesses. Contact the club’s Treasurer, Robin Brown directly and he will assist 

you. 

I recently attended the national membership meeting via Zoom. Normally, this meeting occurs during the 

annual symposium but the cancellation of the Louisville event necessitated a different approach. I was one of 

120 people in attendance. The meeting featured the National Board members, most of whom presented a 

brief summary of their particular charge. The Treasurer indicated that the National club is financially stable 

and has been for the past several years. The current “unrestricted reserve” is $435,000 (I know because I 

asked). Apparently, the retirement of a staffer left a big hole in National’s chapter outreach efforts. The Exec-

utive Director acknowledged this failing and indicated changes are soon to be made. (Burt Hovander made a 

top for the retiring staffer as part of a national going away present.) Finally, the National Board was touting 

the recently upgraded website and indicated that more and better content is in testing phases. I’ll have to 

admit that I don’t spend much time on the National web page but I get the impression that it can be a really 

good resource to members, including a searchable database of the all National publications since 1986.  

https://seattlewoodturners.org/library/
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Keep in mind that a lot of the content is restricted to people with National membership and that is not auto-

matic when you become a member of the Seattle chapter.   (See pg 28 for information on a free 60 day trial 

membership)! 

The underlying theme of this message is two-fold: 1) while our activities are continuing, the manner of  those 

activities has changed as we react to the difficulties presented by the pandemic and 2) you’ll notice a lot of 

names presented in this message. These are members keeping our club alive.  Please consider what you can 

do to help and having your name added to this list.  

Russ Prior 
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July Demonstrator— Michael Alguire 

  

Michael Alguire is a native New Mexican, born in Albuquerque. He began his wood turning hobby in 2013 
making pens and small wooden ornaments. His passion has grown and his art has flourished to intricate 
wood turned hollow forms, including bowls, vases and abstract art pieces like basket illusions and more 
intricate pieces called "Wheels of Delicacy."  
Michael’s 13 years as a Machinist at the Very Large Array has helped him understand the mechanical as-
pects of his art. With no formal training in the Fine Arts field, Michael’s creativity comes from within. His 
inspiration comes simply from seeing a piece of wood in its raw state and imaging the possibilities.  Today 
Michael lives in Datil, New Mexico with his wife Patricia, his two sons, his two daughters and a small farm.   
https://www.michaelalguire.com/ 
See also the back cover of American Wood Turner,  April 2018, as seen on next page.   

https://www.michaelalguire.com/
https://www.woodturner.org/page/journal
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We had a very informative and well-attended "Basic Bowls" session with David Lutrick on Saturday, June 27. In spite of some tech-
nical difficulties, David took us from laying out a bowl on a raw half log through to a finished bowl. Following are a few notes made 
by Tim Tibbetts, which  represent a very small portion of the information that David provided. 
 
Once the bowl has been laid out on the blank, David uses a bandsaw cutting jig which essen-
tially converts the chunk of log into a cone frustum, which is much lighter and saves a lot of 
work once the piece is on the lathe. It also serves to allows you to more closely fit the maxi-
mum swing of your lathe.   
 
David uses a variety of methods to mount bowl blanks, including chuck screws (aka a screw 
chuck), faceplates, or a recess cut with a Forstner bit.  When David uses a screw chuck, he 
drills a hole using a collar on drill bit to ensure vertical drilling. 
When using a faceplate, make sure you have a flat surface for mounting the faceplate so it 
doesn't rock. David uses Hardibacker screws with a square drive. They are strong and rust-
resistant. 
 
When the blank is relatively thin, and David wants to save as much of the wood as possible for the bowl (as opposed to wasting 
some of it on a tenon), he will glue on a waste block for the tenon (yellow glue, flatten first - you can add a little salt to glue to pre-
vent sliding.) 
 
When using a recess for mounting (via expansion of chuck jaws), David drills the recess deep enough so it takes full depth of jaw, 
and makes sure the jaw is not bottoming out. 
 
David's bandsaw jig is made of two pieces of plywood connected with hinges. The top sheet 
tilts up as needed to match the correct angle of the cone. The bottom piece protrudes slight-
ly with a hardwood edge. There is a slot with a sliding mount that the blank sits on at the 
appropriate distance from the blade. Note that the blank does not rotate while cutting, but 
instead is cut via a series of straight cuts. 
 
No matter what  mounting method you choose, ALWAYS use the tail stock (note that the 
indentation made by the live center is helpful for alignment later.) 
 
David sharpens freehand, but highly recommends folks use a jig for repeatability. His grind is 
convex (as opposed to the usual concave or hollow grind jigs produce). He picked this up 
from Johannes Michaelson (https://hannestool.com/) 
 
After you have shaped the outside, created a tenon, and reversed the blank, cut a series of 
shallow concentric circles with a parting tool or skew. These will allow you to start cutting 
with your gouge without risk of skating. Your hollowing motion (when using a gouge) should be like rowing a rowboat.  
 

 
 
 

VIRTUAL SAWDUST SESSION 

BASIC BOWLS WITH DAVID LUTRICK 

https://hannestool.com/
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When cleaning up and flattening the rim, David uses sanding board with a 6x48" sanding belt over 3/4” plywood. 

If you find ridges when you are cutting, especially on thinner sections, this is often due to vibration (harmonics). You can speed up 
or slow down  your lathe to get away from harmonic frequency which is accentuating the vibration (and creating the ridges).  
 
When finishing the bottom, you can use Cole jaws if you have them. David generally uses a jam chuck. This is where the center 
hole left by the live center comes into play to help realign the bowl on the jam chuck. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Before starting to cut off the tenon and finish the bottom, measure the thickness of bottom of the bowl so you know how much 
you have to work with. Indent the bottom slightly (i.e., center should be cut inwards slightly) so it sits flat. Use a straight edge to 
check flatness of bottom. 

David uses power sanding and adapts the holder to suit the purpose, using large 5” holders for the bottom and 2 and 3” softer 
holders for the sizes.   

 

MORE PICTURES & DIMENSIONS OF DAVID’S CUTTING JIG ARE ON OUR WEBSITE.  

 See the HELPFUL INFORMATION page , under SAWDUST SESSION NOTES 
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June Meeting— Emiliano Achaval 

Notes:  see https://seattlewoodturners.files.wordpress.com/2020/06/emilianoachaval_calabashhandout_june2020.pdf  
 

  The Hawaiian Calabash By Irving Jenkins  is out of print but used copies are available on Amazon at a decent price.  

  Mike Hunter Tools http://huntertoolsystems.com #5 Badger tool The new “Phoenix” tool Use code “Maui” at checkout for a 
15% discount on any Hunter tool. 

  Pewa Resources Mark Stebbins. Big Island of Hawaii http://www.bigislandengraving.com 

  Wood used today was “Milo” Thespesia Populnea 

   Emiliano Achaval achaval@yahoo.com www.hawaiiankoaturner.com Cell# 808-854 1028 Email me with any questions.    
 
Thank you for the opportunity to let me show you what I do. When you visit Maui, stop by the Studio and say hello. Aloha!  

 

 
 

https://seattlewoodturners.files.wordpress.com/2020/06/emilianoachaval_calabashhandout_june2020.pdf
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TIM’S NOTES FROM EMILIANO ACHAVAL PRESENTATION 
 

 We had another well-attended remote demo from Emiliano Achaval in June. 
While there were a few technical difficulties, Emiliano had planned contingency 
workarounds, and proceeded to successfully complete the demo. I would like to 
give a shout out to Dan Robbins, who researched the issue Emiliano was having 
during the demo, and was able to track down the cause to a software patch 
that was pushed to Emiliano's laptop a few days ago. While this didn't help our 
demo, it will help Emiliano and the broader remote demo community going 
forward, since many of them rely on the same hardware. Thanks, Dan! 
 
As usual, I took a few random notes. Better information is available in the 
handouts Emiliano provided, which can be found on the Helpful Information 
page on the club website. 
 

 The widest point of the Calabash should be set according to golden rule (about 1/3 down). 

 Mike Hunter (carbide tools) offers a 15% discount (promo code MAUI). 

 Emiliano likes a 15-17 deg inward slope on rim, which is not traditional (traditional is a rounded "flat" rim). 

 Use a scotchbrite pad to clean off residue from flutes and wings of gouges before sharpening. 

 Float the bevel, don't rub. Avoid bruising wood. Reduce vibration 

 Wax the toolrest for final cut to help achieve smooth flowing cut. (Be careful not to wax the turned piece if you aren't using a 
wax-based finish). 

 For the Pewa (butterfly) patches the .9 and 1.1 inch are his favorite (most used) sizes. 

 He uses a 1/8" spiral downcut end mill in his laminate router to make the holes for the patches. 

 Pewa (pee-wah) means fishtail in Hawaiian 

 Cut the patch hole in 3 stages so sawdust does not clog the hole. 

 Make sure you don't make the hole so deep you end up with a flat spot in the middle of the patch after you sand. 

 Use tape to avoid need for cleanup when removing glue 

 Put tape over crack on inside to prevent glue form getting everywhere.  Use thick CA or Titebond. 
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VIRTUAL SAWDUST SESSION 

Faux Segmented Wave Bowl 

Tim Tibbetts 

 

During the first “virtual” sawdust session on Wave Bowls, I demonstrated 
cutting a wave in a bowl using John Beaver’s Wave Bowl jig. I decided I should 
go ahead and finish that bowl.  I chose to use another John Beaver technique 
and make a “Faux Segmented Wave Bowl.” Once you have cut a wave out of the bowl, this is a very simple procedure. 
Just follow the steps shown in the sequence of pictures below. And note that it never pays to be in a hurry – I hurried 
when I drilled the alignment holes in the MDF  alignment blocks inside the bowl – and went too deeply into the bottom 
of the bowl (see last picture for the evidence of this mistake). I haven’t decided what to do about that yet…  

Some things to note: Cutting the bottom of each cutout is not critical as far as smoothness/evenness goes, as long as it 
is deep enough. The sides are the critical part. As you can see in the partially reassembled version, I have sanded the 
sides of each segment – it is much easier to do before it is reassembled. Note also that a lot of the pictures make the 
bowl itself look oval – that’s just because of the optical illusion caused by the wave (similar to the effect a natural edge 
bowl can give you). Be very sparing with glue, and wipe up any squeezeout with a wet Q-Tip and/or a toothpick after 
you clamp it (use the lathe to clamp – I added extra clamps to spread the force outwards since I didn’t have a good jam 
chuck for the tailstock).  
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Sawdust Session (continued) 
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Woodrats 
On June 13, we finally did some woodratting. This wood was a large maple tree that yielded approximately 

40 pieces of very nicely spalted (not too punky) wood with lots of variable coloring. Russ and the owner first 

made contact in early March with plans to get the wood in the late March/ early April timeframe. But the 

tree cutter decided at the last minute not to work because of the corona virus; that dovetailed well with the 

Board’s decision to discontinue Woodrats until further notice. Finally, with stay-at-home restrictions in King 

County reduced, a date was finally set for collecting the wood. Russ, Jim Hogg, Mike Oliver, Earl Bartell, and 

Bridged Speed rendezvoused on Friday to cut the wood and clean up in preparation for Saturday’s wood col-

lecting. How easy can it get?     

 

On Sunday, June 27, we 

convened at Mitch Reinitz’s 

place with a very interesting 

assortment of wood. Mitch 

had previously collected 

some holly and added some 

green maple to the stash. 

Russ Prior and Jim Hogg 

came home from a wood 

collecting excursion earlier 

in the week with some Pa-

cific Yew, Black Locust, and 

one piece of Quince (with 

several small burls). This 

wood was added to the 

Woodrats pile for Sunday so 

there was plenty of wood to 

go around.  

 

Additional woodratting is scheduled and will follow a similar procedure. The wood will be previously cut and 

members may come to collect wood. We will be looking for help from time to time so the burden of wood 

collection doesn’t always fall on the same few people. If you can volunteer to help with wood cutting and/or 

clean up, please contact Jim Hogg or Russ Prior.   
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Member’s Article 

Sometimes plans change. 

By Dan Schuy 

  At the end of April, once my “Playin’ with veneers” article had been submitted, I found myself contemplating the projects I could 

use as subject matter for my next club newsletter article, ultimately deciding to tackle some kits which had been in my possession 

for 20 years plus.  I was going to crank out the builds, take photos then write up and title the article “Getting off the Schnide”.  One 

of the kits was the band saw circle cutting jig kit from Shop Notes magazine (1994) which was finished early in the month and 

made it into the last newsletter in the show-and-tell section.  The others were the Anasazi and Pinstripe bowl kits from The Bowl 

Kit Company http://www.bowlkitco.com/bowl-kits which I bought and had been kicking around my shop since 1997. 

    

   

  As pictured above, I had gotten the bowl kits underway when a familial event altered my plans.  On May 14th mine and Don’s 

stepfather concluded his 6-month battle with cancer.  That evening, while working through funeral arrangements with my mother 

and sister, my mom asked if I would be willing to make Ron’s cremation urn.  As he had been part of my life for 50 years and is a 

strong reason I am the person I am today, this obviously was a request I could not/ would not refuse.   

  While doing my how-to research, thank you Mike Peace and your “Turning an Urn, parts 1 and 2” YouTube videos, I took another 

look at the bowl kits I had in process and was hit with the idea of using them as both: a learning tool and a “prove it” opportunity.  

I had never done segmented work (not counting the dizzy bowl series) so I dug into my stack of books on the subject, I also spent 

many restless nights watching videos on segmented turnings and the Segeasy system http://www.segeasy.com/.  As a result, along 

with figuring out how to build the urn, I also ended up making “wedgie sled” set ups for both Don and I.     
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  I decided I was going to incorporate techniques from both bowl kits: stave segments with veneer stripes for the main vessel and 

regular segmented rings for the foot, collar and lid.  I was able to complete turning and finishing of the bowl kits.  The lessons 

learned, from glue up through turning and hollowing, were a huge help in the urn build process. 

     

  Wood selection: during my teens our family was into a local muzzle loading gun club which reenacted the Mountain Man life style 

and history.   A couple times each year we would go to rendezvous: large group 3 or 4 day gatherings where we would dress in cos-

tume regalia, shoot at targets, throw tomahawks at tree stumps, share in a large communal stew pot with ingredients provided by 

all and camp in a teepee.  During the years of this family endeavor Ron crafted 4 muzzle loading long rifles from scratch- each 

starting with a large slab of curly maple, a barrel stock and several rough brass castings.  They were all beautiful.  While rummaging 

through his man cave after his passing I located a left over rifle stock blank my mother had given him years ago for his birthday.  I 

wrestled it out and asked if I could use it, mom gave me the go ahead.  The rest of the urn was made using walnut , 1/16th inch 

cherry veneer, and regular walnut and maple veneer. 

  After coming up with the preferred design, and doing the math to ensure Ron’s ashes would fit, I took these materials, my cut list 

and wedgie sled to the Book-It scene shop and began to make the “kit” pictured below.  I changed materials a little bit midstream, 

adding solid walnut slabs for the foot and top of the lid.  Also not pictured is the 2 inch ABS plastic Spigot Cleanout Adapter with 

Plug from Home Depot I used to make the male and female threads to secure the lid.   Cutting the staves on the table saw was defi-

nitely the hardest part of the project.  However, in spite of a blade angle detector unit that wasn’t  as detailed as I had hoped, I 

succeeded in getting pieces which I was able to glue up for the main vessel with only minimal adjustments necessary, as my initial 

circle had 370 degrees. I glued it together in quarters, then halves as pictured below, then the final round. The rings cut with the 

wedgie sled were spot on. 
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Once the initial ring glue ups were complete and appropriately round and sized, I then began to glue up and turn the body in stag-

es: main body, collar and lid.  This project required two chucks with Cole jaws, a midsized Easy Wood face plate and (the project 

saving device) the Carter Multi-rest.   After the body was turned to shape, I dove into the task of hollowing it out.  This is where the 

Multi-rest paid for itself.  Twice I experienced soft catches while removing the tool from the vessel (I need to learn when isn’t a 

good time to blink- or breathe).  Had the piece not been supported, I would have been forced to start over.  With the vessel portion 

of the body ready I prepared the collar, leaving a ring appropriately sized to match the top of the body then glued them together 

and, when the glue was cured, turned the vessel to final shape. 
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After that it was time to make the lid, prep and install the threads, part the body from the sacrificial base plate, sand the foot, ap-

ply five coats of Min-Wax Antique Oil then finish the finish by buffing, polishing and waxing with the Beall Wood Buff system. 

  This has been a deeply emotional sometimes difficult project for me to take on and to complete.  Ron meant a lot to me: as a very 

supportive parental unit, and as a compadre with many shared interests- model railroading, kibitzing about woodworking projects, 

and restoring antique Stanley hand planes.  He was also the person who got me started in wood turning way back in 1973 when he 

taught me how to use the lathe and had me make handles for all of his hand files, all of which are still in his shop.  I am honored to 

have been given the task to craft his final resting place. 
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Show and Tell—Emailed/FB-posted from Members 

Earl Bartell 

The one piece is 

maple burl and I 

don’t know 

what the other 

one is. Bowl 

gouges used on 

both pieces. The 

finish is antique 

oil by Minwax 

with Hampshire 

Sheen as a wax 

and buffed.  

Tom Johanson using a Rose Engine 

 

 This was a learning experience in so many 

ways.  First time trying  a dome chuck, first 

attempt at a cubic box, etc, etc. The hollowing 

took an inordinate amount of time even after 

drilling out to 1 3/4"  diameter with a Forstner 

bit.  The box is a 2 1/2" cube, Madrone, puffy 4 

rosette for inside which is 1 3/4" deep, 

 F8 for all 6 outside faces, 8/5 Geo setting on 

Nextion for inside of top.   

Lots of hot glue and blue tape (and crossed fin-

gers) used.  
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Show and Tell (continued) 

Don Samuelson 

The birdhouse was a just for fun pro-

ject.  It is sized for chickadees.  I basical-

ly made a box. I parted a limb and 

turned and hollowed the top. I hollow 

turned the maple limb with moss. It is 

hung with leather straps 

 The trees are a really fun thing to 

make.  They Are pretty easy and some I 

color and decorate. Some I just finish 

clear. 

Here are some items turned from a monkey 

puzzle wood rat party 

1st I call Baby Monkey  

Finished with Yorkshire Grit and Hampshire 

Sheen 

7” x 3”.  Used insert at rotten pith 

2nd is Momma Monkey Platter 

Sanded with walnut oil and finished with tung 

oil and buffed. 

18-1/2 x 3-1/4 

3rd is Papa Monkey Bowl 

Finished with tung oil and buffed. 

17”x 7” 

Paul Velotta Jr 
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Members Handy Hints 

Tom Street 

I “invented” a handy aid for my lathe that you can share.  It has probably been done by others in one form or another but I haven’t 

run across it.  

When applying CA or finish I would grab a couple of sheets of newspaper to protect the ways from drips and spills. But it was al-

ways a hassle getting the paper to stay put. I tried to solve the problem by having a couple of little magnets handy to keep them in 

place. But it was still a hassle. I gave up on the newspaper for something more stable and reusable. I inset two good magnets on 

the bottom of a piece of scrap plywood. I made two sizes so I would have one short enough for when the tail stock is up close and 

one long enough to cover most of the length. They work GREAT !! 

They snap right into place, stay put, catch all the mess, prove a handy place to set things, and quick and easy to put away for the 

next time.  

If I were to do it again I would make them a couple of inches wider so I had more room to set things. Just need magnets that are 

strong.  
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AAW News 

The Seattle Woodturners encourages its members 
to join the AAW 

The AAW has a rich library of content available to members.  Content 
includes articles and videos on a variety of woodturning topics:  Chucks, 
Sharpening, Shop Tips, and more.  Members also have access to an ar-
chive of the American Woodturner (a bi-monthly printed publication) 
and Woodturning FUNdamentals (a bi-monthly digital publication aimed 
at foundational woodturning expertise). 
For information see the AAW’s web site: http://www.woodturner.org 

Not a member of AAW? Try it Free! 
 
 

  Remember that you can try it without risk for 60 days free. By 
signing up for a complimentary Guest membership, you can have limited 
access to a sampling of AAW resources for a full 60 days. You'll be able to 
explore what the AAW has to offer, kick our tires, and hopefully decide to 
become a full-fledged, paid AAW member to benefit from everything the 

AAW has to offer.  Click here to check it out. 

AAW's 2020 International Virtual Symposium  

 The all-online event will feature live educational woodturning demonstrations, 

special interest sessions, panel discussions, live auctions, Instant Gallery, prizes 

drawings for attendees, a virtual trade show, and more. 

Demonstrators for the event will include woodturning pros Trent Bosch, Cindy 

Drozda, Rudy Lopez, Glenn Lucas, Mike Mahoney, and Craig Timmerman. Topics 

will be announced. 

Panel discussions will include social media/business, artistic practice, and an In-

stant Gallery critique. 

Special Interest Sessions will include Gizmos and Gadgets, a presentation of “best 

of the best” woodturning tips, and a Women in Turning (WIT) presentation. 

Registered attendees will be able to submit work for the virtual Instant Gallery. 

The cost for all three days of programming is $20.20 (nonrefundable), which in-

cludes access to a replay of recorded Virtual Symposium content for up to ten 

days following the event. 

Last day to register is 

7/3/2020 

http://www.woodturner.org
https://www.woodturner.org/page/GuestMemberLanding
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Classified 
For members to sell, swap, give or purchase tools, wood, etc.   

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dust Collection 

Capture dust at the source and 

send it directly into your dust 

collection system.  This is an 

adjustable stand and articu-

lating head that you can posi-

tion at any machine in your 

shop.  Set it up right beside 

your work area for a dust free 

environment.  $75 

Earl Bartell—

earlturns@aol.com 

 

WANTED 

NSK PRESTO or similar PIERCING 

TOOL 

If you have a NSK Presto or a similar 

piercing tool that you no longer want, 

I am interested in buying it from you. 

Pease contact:Bridged Speed at 

LadyTurnerB@yahoo.com 

 

FREE MAGAZINES 
I have several boxes of American Woodturner and Woodturning magazines 
that I am giving away. Contact Earl 206-713-3390 or earlturns@aol.com.  
 

Mc Naughton M8 Center Saver  with extra blade and laser 
guide.  $275 

Don Samuelson 

206-226-8338 cell/text 

djsamuelson@comcast.net 
 

WANTED 

USED LATHES 

We have new members looking to buy 

used lathes to get started on their new 

turning hobby. 

If you have an unused lathe that you 

would like to sell, please send a photo 

and the information to us for insertion 

in the next newsletter! 

Fittings for dust collection system , 

$70 worth of fittings for $25 
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Sponsors 
 

We encourage members to shop at club sponsors.  They provide gift certificates and donate equipment (or 
provide equipment discounts) to the club.  Rockler and Crosscut Hardwoods give club members a 10% dis-
count on non-sale items with your membership card.  Craft Supplies USA will give a 10% discount on abra-
sives if you identify yourself as a member of the Seattle AAW Chapter. Klingspor will also provide a 10% dis-
count all none motorized items not already on sale if you are registered with them as a member of our club. 
Dusty Strings provides us with free wood for our KIDSFair tops. 

Rockler has two locations in the Seattle area.  South Seattle 
- 345 Tukwila Parkway, Tukwila, WA ; North Seattle - 832 NE 
Northgate Way, Seattle WA  

Crosscut Hardwoods is one of the largest domestic and ex-
otic hardwood suppliers in the area catering to DIYer’s and 
building professionals.  4100 First Ave S, Seattle WA  

Equipment Sales and Surplus provides “from the warehouse 
surplus” on JET, Powermatic, Wilton, Performax, and others 
as well as unmatched pricing on new items from these 
brands. 1801 West Valley Highway N, Auburn, WA  

Simple Turnings and Summer 

Adventures 

https://www.woodturnerscatalog.com/
http://www.rockler.com/
http://www.crosscuthardwoods.com/
http://www.equipmentsalesandsurplus.com/
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Seattle AAW Calendar 
January 2020 February 2020 March 2020 

2 Board Meeting 4 Board Meeting 3 Board Meeting 

9 Meeting: TBD  13 Meeting: Lutrick, Firpo &  12 Meeting: Cindy Drozda  

    - Wood Identification     Mittet  - Coring 3 Ways     - Finial Box 

      

11 Sawdust Session:  None 15 Sawdust Session:  Coring 14 Sawdust Session:  Basic 

     Bowls (signup required) 

            31 Board Meeting 

April 2020 May 2020 June 2020 

  2 Virtual Sawdust Session 2 Board Meeting 

9 Meeting: Seri Robinson 5 Board Meeting 11 Meeting: Emiliano Achaval 

 - Spalting (Remote Demo 14 Meeting: Alan & Lauren      - The Calabash Bowl 

 Streaming to members)     Zenreich - Eccentric  27 Virtual Sawdust Session:   

18  Virtual Sawdust Session:  Turning & Embellishment  Basic Bowls with David 

 Wave Bowls  (Remote Streaming )  Lutrick 

      30 Sawdust Session:  Lasers 30 Board Meeting 

July 2020 August 2020 September 2020 

  4 Board Meeting 1 Board Meeting 

9 Meeting: Michael Alguire 13 Meeting:  Jason Clark 10 Meeting: Eric Lofstrom - 

    - Wheels of Delicacy   - Saturn Bowls     Topics: TBD  

    12- Workshops with Eric  

11 Sawdust Session:  TBD 15 Sawdust Session:  TBD 13 Lofstrom Topics: TBD 

      

            29 Board Meeting 

October 2020 November 2020 December 2020 

  3 Board Meeting 1 Board Meeting 

8 Meeting: Peppermills 12 Meeting: Adam Luna - 10 Meeting: Holiday Party 

   TBD      

     Sawdust Session:  None 

10 Sawdust Session:  TBD 14 Sawdust Session:  TBD   
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Seattle Chapter Officers 

President 
Russ Prior                             russcprior@gmail.com 

Vice President Eric Cutbirth 
eric.cutbirth@outlook.com  

Secretary Jim Hogg 
jim.h.hogg@live.com  

Treasurer Robin Brown 
seattleaawt@gmail.com 

Director of  
Programs 

Tim Tibbetts 
tim.aaw.seattle@gmail.com 

Director of  
Membership 

Brian Flippin 
flippin.brian@gmail.com 

Director of  
Communications  

Bridged Speed 
LadyTurnerB@yahoo.com  

Member-at-Large 
#1 

Barry Roitblat 
barry@rentonww.com 

Member-at-Large 
#2 

Earl Bartell  
earlturns@aol.com  

Member-at-Large 
#3 

Steve Geho 
Steve.geho@gmail.com 

Member-at-Large 
#4 (Outreach) 

Andy Firpo     
drewdog@isomedia.com 

Seattle Chapter Volunteers 

Head Wood Rat  Russ Prior 
russcprior@gmail.com 

Audio 
And 
Video  

Dan Robbins 
David Vaughn 
Burt Hovander 
avteam@seattlewoodturners.org Newsletter Editor  Bridged Speed 

turnatrix@yahoo.com 

Web Site Bridged Speed 
LadyTurnerB@yahoo.com  

Photographer Ross Nooney     
rossnooney@me.com 

Sawdust Sessions Tim Tibbetts 
tim.aaw.seattle@gmail.com 

Trailer Puller Jim Hogg  
jim.h.hogg@live.com  

Hospitality  Linda Shulman  
Sylvia Wayne  

Safety Officer (open) 

Librarian George Baskett 
Rich Formisano 

Sealer Steve Gary 
gpworks@comcast.net 

Inventory Control Tom Street  
 

Facilities Setup Michael Crampon 
michael.crampon@gmail.com 

Name Badges George Hart  Women in Turn-
ing (Wit) Rep 

Elizabeth Weber  

Seattle Chapter Mentors 
See the club website for information about our mentor program, and available mentors. 

Next Club Meeting: July 9th, 2020 (REMOTE VIRTUAL MEETING) 
6:00 PM (social time) 6:30 PM  (meeting time) 

VFW Hall, 4330 148th Ave. NE, Redmond, WA 98052 

https://seattlewoodturners.org/mentor-program/

